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It's 1954, and the new U.S. Marshal Teddy Daniels is tasked with investigating the disappearance of a patient at Shutter Island Ashecliffe Hospital in Boston. He lobbied for an assignment on the island for personal reasons, but soon after, he wondered if he had not been brought there as part of a plot twisted by hospital
doctors whose radical treatments ranged from unethical to unethical to plainly sinister. Teddy's astute investigative skills soon provided a promising lead, but the hospital denied him access to the files he suspected of breaking the case. As a hurricane cuts off communication with the continent, more dangerous criminals
escape into confusion, and curious, unlikely clues multiply, Teddy begins to doubt everything - his memory, his partner, even his own mental health. The psychological thriller by film giant Martin Scorsese is set in 1954 at Ashecliffe Hospital for the alienated criminals of Shutter Island in Boston. Detectives Teddy Daniels
(Leonardo DiCaprio) and Chuck Aule (Mark Ruffalo) investigate the mysterious disappearance of one of the patients - a murderer. Doctors deny them access to records and detectives begin to believe that illegal and sinister treatment is being undertaken. As a violent hurricane approaches the isolated asylum and
communication is cut off with the mainland, more criminals disappear, the clues multiply and Teddy begins to doubt everything - his memory, his partner and even his mental health. This is the fourth collaboration between Scorsese and DiCaprio (after Gangs of New York, The Aviator and The Departed). Good movie...
Sorry to say this movie is overhyped. I went into it expecting it to be mind-blowing, based on the opinions of the friend and critics of the critics, but it wasn't up to the hype for me. Make no mistake: I loved it, and I think it's a great movie. But to begin with, you can see the ending coming from very, very early in the film, so
the big revelation is ... Excellent psychological thrillerExcellent acting by all made for a very good movie, worth a visit. Very well liked this movie B. Really well directed, good music, great acting. The stormy island is a perfect setting. Will be a bit unusual for some multiplex addicts, but I recommend. Predictable and
woodThe music... aghhhh! Then the dialogue came that seems to have been written for 10-year-olds. After 20 minutes, I had been working on who Di Caprio's character was and from there I was looking at my watch. Sorry, but so flopped great time! Oh - and another additon to The Sixth Sense and The Others genre.
Film unique - Great Cast! I really This movie! It was a bit confusing at first, but I quickly got the hang of moving forward. Great story - a little sad. Cast was great - special mention to Leo. He played his character superbly! Nice Cool Darn! Scorsese, you've done it again. although the end was a little average, average,
Beginning to almost finished was fantastic! All in all an A ok, not an A-ok. Very well done was impressed by the book and the film does him justice. really impressed with the leo. You all seem so tense... Fantastic movie, easy to follow as long as you relax and just watch. Made in the Hitchcock style that is not seen
nowadays. The twists are slow a magnificent, the plot of the films reminiscent of a whale surfacing for the air, before plunging into the water depths. Brilliant game of the entire cast. It's a film of subtleties. You'll be talking about it for days... Disappointing, I found the film confusing, the music did. Ben Kingsley acting was
very good, and reminded me of House of Fog and SandLa photography was good. I doubt it is very commercial judging by the holding of the film company in the release of it. Shutter Island is probably known as Martin Scorsese's least enjoyable works. Even when it is clear Scorsese has decided to use counterfeit and
allow it to be obvious, it is done with elegance and beauty. Full reviewMr. Scorsese obliges you to study the threads on the carpet that he prepares, with a gloomy deliberateness, to withdraw from under you. As the final revelations approach, the stakes drop sharply, and the feeling that the whole film was a tense and
useless artifice begins to set in. Full ReviewDiCaprio, in his most haunting and emotionally complex performance to date, is the ship Scorsese uses to lead us through the film's maze. Full reviewThe main effect of the film is on the senses. Everything is brought together in a disturbing foreshadowing of terrible secrets.
Complete reviewThe film certainly keeps you in its grip of the opening scene: It's a nervous exercise, tension-stuck in pure paranoia and perhaps Scorsese's most commercial film to date. Complete reviewEven when it is clear Scorsese has decided to use counterfeit and allow it to be obvious, it is done with elegance and
beauty. Full reviewMr. Scorsese obliges you to study the threads on the carpet that he prepares, with a gloomy deliberateness, to withdraw from under you. As the final revelations approach, the stakes drop sharply, and the feeling that the whole film was a tense and useless artifice begins to set in. Full ReviewDiCaprio,
in his most haunting and emotionally complex performance to date, is the ship Scorsese uses to lead us through the film's maze. Full reviewThe main effect of the film is on the senses. Everything is brought together in a disturbing foreshadowing of terrible secrets. Complete reviewThe film certainly keeps you in its grip of
the opening scene: It's an exercise tension-stuck in pure paranoia and perhaps Scorsese's most commercial film to date. Full reviewGood movie... Sorry to say this movie is overhyped. I went into it expecting it to be mind-blowing, based on opinions and critics, but it was not to the extent of the hype for me. Make no
mistake: I loved it, and I think it's a great movie. But to begin with, you can see the ending coming from very, very early in the film, so the big revelation is ... Excellent psychological thrillerExcellent acting by all made for a very good movie, worth a visit. Very well liked this movie B. Really well directed, good music, great
acting. The stormy island is a perfect setting. Will be a bit unusual for some multiplex addicts, but I recommend. Predictable and woodThe music... aghhhh! Then the dialogue came that seems to have been written for 10-year-olds. After 20 minutes, I had been working on who Di Caprio's character was and from there I
was looking at my watch. Sorry, but so flopped great time! Oh - and another additon to The Sixth Sense and The Others genre. Film unique - Great Cast! I really enjoyed this movie! It was a bit confusing at first, but I quickly got the hang of moving forward. Great story - a little sad. Cast was great - special mention to Leo.
He played his character superbly! Nice Cool Darn! Scorsese, you've done it again. even though the end was a bit average, the start to the end was fantastic! All in all an A ok, not an A-ok. Very well done was impressed by the book and the film does him justice. really impressed with the leo. You all seem so tense...
Fantastic movie, easy to follow as long as you relax and just watch. Made in the Hitchcock style that is not seen nowadays. The twists are slow a magnificent, the plot of the films reminiscent of a whale surfacing for the air, before plunging into the water depths. Brilliant game of the entire cast. It's a film of subtleties. You'll
be talking about it for days... Disappointing, I found the film confusing, the music did. Ben Kingsley acting was very good, and reminded me of House of Fog and SandLa photography was good. I doubt it is very commercial judging by the holding of the film company in the release of it. Shutter Island is probably known as
Martin Scorsese's least enjoyable works. More than 1000 movies on demandAward win blockbustersNo contract, cancel at any time. New Sky Cinema customers. Sky Cinema Auto Pass renews at 11.99 euros / month after 7 days of free trial, unless cancelled. Cancelled.
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